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We propose an optical scheme to prepare large-scale entangled networks of W states. The scheme works
by simultaneously fusing three polarization-encoded W states of arbitrary size via accessing only one qubit of
each W state. It is composed of a Fredkin gate (controlled-swap gate), two fusion gates [as proposed in S. K.
Ozdemir et al., New J. Phys. 13, 103003 (2011)], and an H -polarized ancilla photon. Starting with three n-qubit
W states, the scheme prepares a new W state with 3(n − 1) qubits after postselection if both fusion gates operate
successfully, i.e., a fourfold coincidence at the detectors. The proposed scheme reduces the cost of creating
arbitrarily large W states considerably when compared to previously reported schemes.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Entanglement between two or more particles has attracted
a great deal of attention since the seminal Einstein, Podolsky,
and Rosen (EPR) paper [1]. Researchers have studied entanglement by exploring its multitude of fundamental quantum
features as well as investigating it from an information
theoretical perspective [2]. The creation, manipulation, and
characterization of bipartite entanglement has now been
achieved in a wide range of physical settings [2–6]. Here,
bipartite entangled states have been put into practical use for
studying fundamental concepts in quantum mechanics and for
realizing tasks which cannot be achieved in classical systems,
such as teleportation [7] and quantum key distribution [3].
Despite the remarkable theoretical and experimental progress
that has been made in the study of bipartite entangled states,
more general multipartite entangled states are yet to be fully
explored. This is mainly due to the added complexities involved in their mathematical formulation and characterization,
as well as the rapidly increasing number of resources needed
to prepare large-scale entangled states in experiments.
A striking difference between bipartite and multipartite
entanglement is the presence of inequivalent classes of entanglement in the latter. While any bipartite state can be obtained
by local operations and classical communication (LOCC) from
a bipartite entangled state, the same is not possible for multipartite entanglement. A multipartite entangled state belonging
to one of the inequivalent classes cannot be converted to states
in other classes with LOCC [8–10]. Well-known examples of
such classes are Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger (GHZ) [11], W
[12], Dicke [13], and cluster states [14]. Studies have shown
that each of these inequivalent classes plays an important role
in uncovering the fundamentals of entanglement in quantum
information science and in realizing a range of quantum
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information processing tasks. For example, cluster states have
been shown to be a universal resource for measurement-based
quantum computing, GHZ states are known to be required
for reaching consensus in quantum networks under specific
constraints, and W states are required for leadership election
in anonymous quantum networks [15] and for secure quantum
communication [16–19]. The efficient preparation of largescale multipartite entangled states of certain classes is therefore
a crucial step in quantum information processing. However, as
their structure becomes sophisticated and the number of qubits
increases, the preparation and characterization of multipartite
entangled states becomes challenging.
In recent work the concept of creating cluster states with a
large number of qubits by fusing cluster states with a smaller
number of qubits was proposed [20]. This work was followed
by an increasing number of theoretical proposals for constructing quantum fusion gates to prepare large entangled states and
the analysis of their optimality under various fusion scenarios
[21]. Efficient preparation of cluster states and GHZ states via
the fusion process have been well-investigated theoretically
[20–22] and demonstrated in experiments [23,24]. Extending
the concept of state fusion to other classes of entanglement,
such as to Dicke and W states, is still in its early stage.
In the study of the fusion process for different classes of
entanglement the key constraint is the number of accessible
qubits, i.e., how many qubits from each of the states are to be
sent to the fusion gate. It is generally desired that the fusion
operation succeeds by accessing only one qubit from each state
as this reduces the complexity of the fusion operation, making
it more experimentally feasible. Here, studies have shown
that two W states, GHZ states, or cluster states can be fused
together to form a larger state with the same entanglement
structure as the input states by accessing only one qubit from
each of the initial states and these initial states can also be
expanded by adding one or two qubits at a time by locally
accessing only one of their qubits [20,25–29]. However, for
Dicke states this is not the case [30] and there has not yet been
a proposal for such a fusion gate for these states.
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In general, the efficiency of the fusion or expansion process
and the cost of preparing an entangled state with a desired
number of qubits depend on the structure of the entangled
states, as well as the complexity of the inner workings of
the fusion gate. In linear optical systems, fusion or expansion
gates are usually nondeterministic, that is, the process prepares
the desired state only probabilistically. Fortunately, in most
fusion gate proposals, there is a case where even if the fusion
gate fails to prepare the desired state, the failure does not
destroy the initial entangled states completely. This case is
termed the “recyclable” case, because although each qubit
from the initial states entering the fusion gates is destroyed, the
remaining (N − 1) qubits of each of the states still keep their
entanglement structure intact so that a new round of fusion can
be performed on them. Availability of such recyclable cases
increases the efficiency of the process and reduces the cost of
preparing the desired state.
In this work we focus on fusing n-qubit W states, defined
as the summation of all possible n-qubit
states with one

excitation in spin up, i.e., |Wn  = √1n perm |00 . . . 01, where
{|0,|1} represents the single-qubit computational basis. In
particular we consider a photonic setting as it represents a
natural choice for the distribution of such entangled states
over communication networks [3,5]. In this setting, we use
the polarization degree of freedom of the photons to embody
the qubits, where {|1H ,|1V } ↔ {|0,|1}. Already quite a
few theoretical proposals and experimental implementations
have been carried out for expanding and fusing photonic
W states: an optical gate has been proposed for expanding
a given W state by two qubits [26], and a simpler gate
which expands a W state by one qubit was proposed and
shown to be realizable with current photonic technology
[27]. The maximum success probability of the expansion has
been derived [28] and the expansion of a W state has been
experimentally realized, generating W states of three and
four photons [31]. Furthermore, two EPR pairs have been
experimentally transformed into a W state of three photons
[32]. In all these methods, only one qubit of the initial state is
accessed. Therefore the trade-off between the improvement
of the process and accessing more qubits (requiring more
complex gates) remains an interesting open problem.
Here, we propose a scheme to fuse W states but with a much
simpler setup compared to earlier work [33] and with a better
resource cost for any target size when compared to the schemes
in Refs. [33] and [25]. This fusion scheme consists of a Fredkin
gate and two fusion gates, and uses a single ancilla photon. It
fuses three W states of arbitrary size with the help of the ancilla
photon, and requires access to only one qubit of each of the W
states. The same scheme can also be used to fuse Bell states to
prepare W states with larger numbers of qubits. Our proposed
scheme reduces the cost of creating arbitrarily large W states
considerably when compared to previously reported schemes.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we provide
background theory of previous W state preparation schemes
using fusion operations and the drawbacks of these schemes.
In Sec. III we then introduce our proposed fusion scheme,
outlining in detail how it works. In Sec. IV we analyze
the efficiency of our scheme compared to earlier works and
calculate the resource cost of preparing large W states. Finally,

in Sec. V we summarize our main results and provide an
outlook for future work.
II. W STATE PREPARATION VIA FUSION

In previous studies the main problem of preparing largescale W states was that the resource cost increased exponentially with respect to the target state size, due to the
low probability of success of the setups proposed. A simple
optical fusion gate has recently been introduced (though not
experimentally demonstrated yet) which can fuse two arbitrary
size W states and create a W state with a resource requirement
increasing subexponentially with respect to the target size [25].
This “fusion gate” for W states consists of a polarization beam
splitter (PBS), a half wave plate (HWP) and two photon detectors. The fusion is performed as follows: Alice and Bob have W
states of sizes n and m, i.e., |Wn A and |Wm B , and they wish to
fuse their states. Each sends one photon to the fusion gate and
there appear four cases, {|1H |1H  → |0|1H 1V , |1H |1V  →
|1H |1H , |1V |1H  → |1V |1V , |1V |1V  → |1H 1V |0}
with the associated probabilities { (n−1)(m−1)
, n−1
, m−1 , 1 },
nm
nm nm nm
respectively. The photons in the output modes are measured
√
in the basis {|1+ ,|1− }, where |1±  = (|1H  ± |1V )/ 2 so
that a coincidence detection can only have come from the case
when both input photons have orthogonal polarization, with
the detectors unable to distinguish between the two cases. The
fusion gate is postselective as the detection outcomes are nondeterministic. Thus, the last case is a “failure” which destroys
the entanglement in the remaining qubits regardless of the
number of qubits in the initial W states. The indistinguishable
second and third cases are successful outcomes resulting in a
genuine W state of size n + m − 2. In the first case, which is
termed as a recyclable outcome, each party loses one photon
but is left with a W state of a smaller size. Therefore they may
try to repeat the process until the size of any party decreases
to 2, which is a W-type Bell state (|W2  = |ψ + ). Note that
no growth can be achieved if n or m equals 2. Therefore
to create |W3  states, one would also need the gate of [32]
for example, not only for starting the process but also for
any strategy including recycling, whenever the size of any
party decreases to 2. In order to compare various strategies, a
resource cost of preparing a W state of size k, R[Wk ], is defined
R[Wn+m−2 ] =

R[Wn ] + R[Wm ]
,
Ps (Wn ,Wm )

(1)

where Ps (Wn ,Wm ) is the probability of success of fusing
the states Wn and Wm . The cost of the primary resource is
assumed to have unit cost, i.e., R[W3 ] = 1.
In a recent work [25], it was demonstrated that one can
turn the failure case of the fusion gate described above into a
success by first acting on the photons coming from the W states
by a Fredkin gate (controlled swap gate) whose third input is
an ancilla photon in the horizontal (H ) polarization, and then
feeding the two outputs of the Fredkin gate to the fusion gate.
The process can be understood as follows. The failure case
of the fusion gate takes place when the photons coming from
the W states are both in vertical (V ) polarization. If one can
switch one of these V photons with an H photon then the
fusion gate will generate a successful outcome. Thus, using
one of these photons as the control qubit of the Fredkin gate,
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FIG. 1. The scheme for fusing three W states of arbitrary size
using a Fredkin gate, followed by two fusion gates. A single photon
from each state with one ancilla photon are the inputs of the scheme
in the spatial modes, 1, 2, 4, and 3, respectively. Note that the single
photon from one of the W states is directly input to the fusion
gate, whereas one photon from the other two W states is used as
a control qubit to swap the ancilla photon with H polarization with
the photon coming from the third W state, if the control photon has
V polarization.

one can swap the ancilla H photon with the V photon coming
from the other W state. Thus, the polarization state of the
photon’s input to the fusion gate after the action of the Fredkin
gate becomes |1H |1V  which generates a successful outcome
at the fusion gate. Consequently, the success probability of
fusing W states was increased. Moreover, this scheme enabled
starting the W state preparation from Bell states [34]. However,
to reach a W state with a desired size, one has to perform
this operation on pairs of W states many times which not
only requires a large number of attempts but also a higher
communication cost. It was later proposed that using a more
complicated scheme involving one Toffoli (CC-NOT) gate, three
controlled-not (C-NOT) gates, and two fusion gates operating
in parallel, one can fuse four W states at the same time by
operating on four photons (one from each of the W states)
[33]. Although efficient, the need for a three-qubit gate and
three two-qubit gates increases the complexity of the setup
and makes its experimental realization very difficult.
In this work we provide a scheme to fuse W states but
with a much simpler setup compared to the above-mentioned
proposals. This new fusion scheme consists of one Fredkin
gate and two fusion gates, and uses an ancilla photon in H
polarization, as shown in Fig. 1. It fuses three W states of
arbitrary size with the help of the ancilla state, and requires
access to only one qubit of each of the W states. The same
scheme can also be used to fuse W -type Bell states to
prepare W states with larger numbers of qubits. A schematic
illustration of the proposed fusion process is depicted in Fig. 2
where three W states of four photons and an ancilla photon are
fused to create a W state of nine photons.

FIG. 2. (Color online) Schematic illustration of the proposed
fusion scheme. Together with an |H  polarized photon (light shaded
blue), one photon from each |W4  state (dark shaded blue) is sent to
the fusion scheme shown in Fig. 1 (dashed rectangle). Two photons
are destroyed in each fusion gate if the process is successful, creating
a |W9  state. The edges connecting the vertices (qubits) are used to
represent the complex entanglement structure of the resources.

n, m, and t respectively, each being greater than or equal to 2.
Their goal is to fuse the states with the help of an ancilla state
by sending only one photon from their states to the scheme
shown in Fig. 1. The states of Alice, Bob, Charlie, and the
ancilla photon can be written as
√
1
|Wn A = √ [|(n−1)H a |1V 1 + n−1|Wn−1 a |1H 1 ], (2)
n
√
1
|Wm B = √ [|(m−1)H b |1V 2 + m−1|Wm−1 b |1H 2 ], (3)
m
√
1
|Wt C = √ [|(t −1)H c |1V 4 + t − 1|Wt−1 c |1H 4 ], (4)
t
and
|anc = |1H 3 .

(5)

According to the scheme shown in Fig. 1, the photons in
spatial modes 1, 2, and 3, from Alice, Bob, and the ancilla
respectively, are input to the Fredkin gate, while the photon in
mode 4 from Charlie is directly sent to fusion gate 2 (FG2).
The Fredkin gate swaps the target qubits in modes 2 and 3 if
the photon in mode 1 (control qubit) is vertically polarized,
i.e., if |i1 = |1V 1 , then |i1 |j 2 |k3 → |i1 |k2 |j 3 , and if
|i1 = |1H 1 , then |i1 |j 2 |k3 → |i1 |j 2 |k3 . After the action
of the Fredkin gate the four photons sent to the fusion scheme
transform as follows:
|1H 1 |1H /V 2 |1H 3 |1H /V 4 → |1H 1 |1H /V 2 |1H 3 |1H /V 4
(6)

III. WORKING PRINCIPLE OF THE PROPOSED
FUSION SCHEME

The fusion scenario we propose is as follows. Alice, Bob,
and Charlie have W states |Wn A , |Wm B , and |Wt C of sizes

and
|1V 1 |1H /V 2 |1H 3 |1H /V 4 → |1V 1 |1H 2 |1H /V 3 |1H /V 4 .
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The photons in modes 1 and 2 are then sent to fusion
gate 1 (FG1) and the photons in modes 3 and 4 are sent to
FG2. Each of the fusion gates has three possible outcomes:
Successful (S) when the photons at the inputs of the fusion
gate have orthogonal polarization (i.e., one is H polarized
while the other is V polarized or vice versa) leading to a
coincidence detection as described in Sec. II, recyclable (R)
if both photons are H polarized and failure (F ) when they
are V polarized. Thus parallel operation of the two fusion
gates in the proposed scheme has eight possible outcomes
(S,S), (S,R), (S,F ), (R,S), (R,R), (R,F ), (F,S), (F,R), and
(F,F ), which will project the overall state of the remaining
(n + m + t − 3) photons in spatial modes a, b, and c to some
final state |φabc . We will call the operation of the scheme
successful when the outcomes of the fusion gates prepare the
state |φabc = |W(n+m+t−3) abc .
Note that the outcome (F,F ) which requires that all of the
four photons at the inputs of the fusion gates are V polarized
never takes place because the ancilla photon is H polarized.
Moreover, the Fredkin gate together with the ancilla H polarized photon ensures that after the operation of the Fredkin
gate, the state at the inputs of FG1 can never be |1V 1 |1V 2
and therefore FG1 will never fail completely and the outcomes
(F,S), (F,R), and (F,F ) never take place. Similarly, FG2 fails
completely if its inputs are V polarized |1V 3 |1V 4 . This,
on the other hand, implies that the ancilla qubit (H -polarized
photon) in mode 3 is swapped with the one in mode 2 and hence
the control qubit in mode 1 is |1V 1 . Thus, in this case, after
the operation of the Fredkin gate, the input of FG1 will always
be |V 1 |H 2 , implying that FG1 will produce a successful
output, i.e. the outcome will be (S,F ). Therefore, the cases
such as (F,F ) and (R,F ) can never take place. Thus, the
number of possible outcomes in this proposed scheme reduces
to 5, i.e., (S,S), (S,R), (S,F ), (R,S), and (R,R). Before discussing the final states upon obtaining each of these outcomes
at the fusion gates, we note that the outcome (S,F ) leads to
complete failure of the fusion scheme because in this case the
V -polarized photons of the input W states are consumed or
destroyed at the detectors of the fusion gates and hence the
remaining photons in modes a, b, and c are all H polarized,
i.e., |(n − 1)H a |(m − 1)H b |(t − 1)H c , and entanglement is
completely lost. Thus failure of FG2 leads to complete failure.
It is clear from Eqs. (6) and (7) that the outcome (S,S) takes
place for three out of eight possible inputs to the fusion gates.
When the photons in modes 1 , 2 , 3 , and 4 are in the polarization states |1H 1 |1V 2 |1H 3 |1V 4 , |1V 1 |1H 2 |1H 3 |1V 4 ,
or |1V 1 |1H 2 |1V 3 |1H 4 the detectors of the fusion gates
FG1 and FG2 record a fourfold coincidence detection. These
will respectively lead to the output states
√
n−1
(8)
|Wn−1 a |(m − 1)H b |(t − 1)H c ,
√
nmt
√
m−1
(9)
|(n − 1)H a |Wm−1 b |(t − 1)H c ,
√
nmt
and
√
t −1
|(n − 1)H a |(m − 1)H b |Wt−1 c .
√
nmt

(10)

Since these are indistinguishable events, the final state |φabc is
the superposition of the above expressions. It is straightforward
to show that the superposition of the above expressions leads to
the W state |φabc = |Wn+m+t−3 abc with a success probability
of ps = (n + m + t − 3)/nmt. Thus for three out of the eight
possible inputs to the fusion scheme we are able to fuse the W
states together. The other five inputs lead to outcomes which
we discuss next.
We now see what happens to the final state when both of
the fusion gates produce recyclable outputs, i.e., the outcome
(R,R). In order for this outcome to take place the photons
in the inputs of the fusion gates should be all H polarized.
Since the ancilla photon is H polarized, for this output to
take place the photons in modes 1, 2, and 4 should be all
H polarized. With (R,R) as the outcome of the fusion gates,
the final state of the remaining photons becomes |φabc =
|Wn−1 a |Wm−1 b |Wt−1 c with probability (n − 1)(m − 1)(t −
1)/nmt, implying that the states of Alice, Bob, and Charlie
remain a W state but with one less H photon. This then allows
them to recycle their states back into the fusion scheme once
more.
The remaining two cases (R,S) and (S,R) are interesting as they require that one of the fusion gates produce a successful outcome while the other one produces
a recyclable outcome. From the above considerations, it
is easy to see that (R,S) will take place if the inputs of
the fusion gates are |1H 1 |1H 2 |1H 3 |1V 4 . In this case,
upon detection at the fusion gates, the output state becomes
|φabc = |Wn−1 a |Wm−1 b |(t − 1)H c . Clearly, Charlie’s state
is completely destroyed because it loses its only V -polarized
photon at the detection, while Alice and Bob lose only one
H -polarized photon from their state ending up with W states
with one less photon. We call this case partial recyclable (PR)
because Alice and Bob can still use their final states but Charlie
has to prepare a new one for the next round of the fusion
process.
Finally, the outcome (S,R) can take place for two different
states at the inputs of the fusion gates, |1H 1 |1V 2 |1H 3 |1H 4
and |1V 1 |1H 2 |1H 3 |1H 4 . Thus the final state in modes a,
b, and c should be a superposition of the states prepared for
these two cases. In the case of |1H 1 |1V 2 |1H 3 |1H 4 , we see
that the photon in mode 1 is H polarized, and therefore no
swap has taken place at the Fredkin gate. This implies that the
modes before the Fredkin gate are the same as the ones after it,
i.e., |1H 1 |1V 2 |1H 3 |1H 4 = |1H 1 |1V 2 |1H 3 |1H 4 . In this
case the output state is in the form
√
(n − 1)(t − 1)
|Wn−1 a |(m − 1)H b |Wt−1 c .
√
nmt

(11)

For the case of |1V 1 |1H 2 |1H 3 |1H 4 , the control qubit
of the Fredkin gate is in the state |1V  and swapping takes
place, however the photons in modes 2 and 3 are both H
polarized which implies that the photons in modes 2 and 3
were also H polarized, because this is the only case where
these modes can have the same polarization after the Fredkin
gate if the control qubit is |1V . Thus, |1V 1 |1H 2 |1H 3 |1H 4 =
|1V 1 |1H 2 |1H 3 |1H 4 , implying that the state in modes a,
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TABLE I. Truth table of the proposed fusion scheme. “Input”
indicates the polarizations of the photons at the input of the setup
with the associated probabilities, and “throughput” indicates the
polarizations of photons after the Fredkin gate. Final results are
determined according to the joint results of the fusion gates, FG1
and FG2. R stands for the recyclable case, F for the failure case, S1,
S2, and S3 for the success cases, PR for the partial recycle case, and
PS stands for the indistinguishable partial success cases.
Probability
(n−1)(m−1)(t−1)
nmt
(n−1)(m−1)
nmt
(n−1)(t−1)
nmt
(n−1)
nmt
(m−1)(t−1)
nmt
(m−1)
nmt
(t−1)
nmt
1
nmt

Input

Throughput

FG1, FG2

H,H,H,H

{H,H },{H,H }

H,H,H,V

{H,H },{H,V }

H,V ,H,H

Resource:
log10 R WN
12
10
8
6

Result

4

R,R

R

2

R,S

PR

{H,V },{H,H }

S,R

PS

H,V ,H,V

{H,V },{H,V }

S,S

S1

V ,H,H,H

{V ,H },{H,H }

S,R

PS

V ,H,H,V

{V ,H },{H,V }

S,S

S2

V ,V ,H,H

{V ,H },{V ,H }

S,S

S3

V ,V ,H,V

{V ,H },{V ,V }

S,F

F

b, and c, upon the outcome at the fusion gates, becomes
√
(m − 1)(t − 1)
(12)
|(n − 1)H a |Wm−1 b |Wt−1 c .
√
nmt
Since the above two cases are indistinguishable, the output
state should be the superposition of the expressions in Eqs. (11)
and (12), which leads to
|φabc = |Wn+m−2 ab |Wt−1 c

(13)

with probability (n + m − 2)(t − 1)/nmt. It can be seen that
this outcome fuses the states of Alice and Bob to prepare a
larger W state. However, Charlie’s state is not fused, and it
loses one H -polarized photon, resulting in a W state which is
one photon less than the original state. Therefore, Charlie can
recycle his state in a subsequent round of the fusion process.
Similarly, now Alice and Bob can use their merged networks
in subsequent fusion processes if they want to prepare much
larger W states. Therefore, we call this a partial success (PS)
case. Note that although the results of the fusion gates appear
as (R,S) in the PR case, i.e., FG2 actually reports a success,
this case is distinguishable from others and it is obvious that
the V -polarized photon is sent by Charlie. Therefore his state is
destroyed. In Table I we give a list of all the possible outcomes
and the probabilities of all the cases discussed above.
IV. COST OF PREPARING LARGER W STATES THROUGH
THE PROPOSED FUSION SCHEME

We now present the results of numerical simulations which
compare the resource cost of preparing a W state of a desired
size using our proposed fusion scheme and the previously
reported schemes, starting with |W3  states, with and without
using the recyclable outcomes. The comparison will be done in
particular with the fusion scheme reported in Ref. [33] which
aimed at fusing four W states at once but with more complicated gate combinations, but we also provide a comparison
with other setups in the figures. In Ref. [25], it was shown that
in order to prepare a W state of a target size, an optimal way
is to fuse states of similar or the same size. Our resource cost

0
0

50

100

150

W State:
200 Size: N

FIG. 3. (Color online) The resource cost of the schemes: Fusing
four states (red *) [33], the present work for fusing three states
(blue +), fusing two states (black *) [25], and fusing two states
with enhanced setup (green *) [34]. Points indicate the actual sizes
of the prepared W state.

analysis is also based on this principle. Using this setup, the
optimal way is to fuse three |W3  s to prepare a |W6  whereas
to fuse two |W3  s with one |W6  to prepare a |W9 . As seen in
Fig. 3, even without recycling, the setup presented here (blue +
marks) is remarkably more cost efficient than that of Ref. [33]
(red * marks). For the common reachable sizes, N = 33 and
N = 63, the ratios of the resource costs of the present setup to
the previous setup Ref. [33] are 0.232 and 0.284, respectively.
Note that in this no-recycle strategy, both of the previous setups
(black dots for Ref. [25] and green dots for Ref. [34]) for fusing
two states at each step provide a better resource cost efficiency
than the present setup. However, below we will see that when
the recycling strategy is used, due to the various recyclable
cases, the present setup competes with these two previous
setups, enlarging the gap between the setup of Ref. [33]. Even
in the no-recycle strategy, to prepare a N -qubit W state, we
√
log2 N
find that a subexponential resource cost of O( N N k ) is
provided by the setups of Ref. [33], the present work, Refs. [25]
and [34], where k = 1.65, 1.9, 2.1, and 2.45 respectively.
For the recycling strategy, we follow the approach used in
Ref. [25], where two W states are fused. Since it is optimal to
fuse states of similar size, in this approach states are classified
into sets which can contain zero, one, or two states at a given
time. The classification is done according to the size of the
states, i.e., a W state of size N belongs to the set Sl where
N ∈ (2l−1 + 2,2l + 2]. The first set, S0 , can contain only the
primary resource states, i.e., |W3  s. Whenever there are two
states in a set Sl , these states are sent to the fusion setup (and
Sl becomes empty). If the result is a success, the resultant state
belongs to the set Sl+1 . If the result is a failure, both states
are lost. If the result is a recycle, then the resultant two states
may belong to the same set Sl or the set Sl−1 . Initially all the
sets are empty and the resource cost is zero. The target is to
prepare a state which belongs to a set Sk and the final resource
cost is the number of |W3  s that are used during the process.
The process starts by filling the first set with |W3  s, increasing
the cost by 1 for each. We try to fuse these states. If they are
fused, the resultant state belongs to the second set which now
has one state. We then need one more state to try to fuse the
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Resource:
log10 R WN
8

TABLE II. Numbers of required gates versus the size of the
prepared W state after N successful fusion steps of each scheme.
Gate requirements

6
4
2
0

0

50

100

150

W State:
Size: N

FIG. 4. (Color online) The resource costs of the scheme of
Ref. [33] (red *), the present work (blue +), the scheme of Ref. [25]
(black *), and the scheme of Ref. [34] (green *) vs the sizes of the
prepared W states, as averaged over 1000 runs.

states in the second set. Therefore we go to the first set and fill
it and try to fuse the states there. If the result is a success, we
have two states in the second set, and we try to fuse them to
obtain a state in the third set. We continue this process until we
reach the target set Sk . When the recycle case occurs (except
for |W3  s in the first set), the resultant states still belong to
some sets, therefore we can still use them without increasing
the resource cost. The cost is increased by 1 whenever we need
to put a new |W3  into the first set.
For the numerical results for Ref. [34], for the sake of
simplicity, we use the same set sizes as in Ref. [25] which
does not decrease the cost efficiency significantly. For the
setup of Ref. [33], we design five sets to contain zero to
four states of possible sizes N = 3, 4  N < 12, 12  N <
44, 44  N < 172, and 172  N . For the present setup, we
design six sets of possible sizes N = 3, 4  N < 7, 7  N <
16, 16  N < 43, 43  N < 124, and 124  N . Adapting the
fusion and the recycle processes appropriately, we run each
simulation for each set 1000 times and present the results in
Fig. 4.
It is clear that if recycling is allowed, the resource costs
of the studied fusion schemes improve significantly, i.e., the
resource costs become lower, compared to the costs when
recycling is not allowed. Interestingly, the improvement is
the highest for the present scheme that fuses three states
simultaneously. With the help of the partial recycle and partial
success cases, the present scheme performs as well as the
original fusion scheme proposed in Ref. [25] and the enhanced
fusion scheme proposed in Ref. [34], both of which are
restricted to fusing two W states at a time. Following the
exponential fusion strategy that fuses states of the same size,
we find that the schemes presented in Ref. [33], here, in
Ref. [34], and in Ref. [25] respectively prepare 5N -, 3N -,
2N-, and N -qubit W states after N successful fusion steps.
Note that a Toffoli gate can be constructed by using six C-NOT
gates and ten one-qubit gates, whereas a Fredkin gate can be
constructed by using a Toffoli gate and two C-NOT gates, i.e.,
eight C-NOT gates and ten one-qubit gates [35]. In Table II,

Scheme

Fusion

C-NOT

One-qubit

Size

Ref. [25]
Ref. [34]
Present
Ref. [33]

N
N
2N
2N

0
8N
8N
9N

0
10N
10N
10N

N
2N
3N
5N

using this decomposition of gates, we present the elementary
gate requirements and sizes of the W states after N successful
fusion steps of each scheme.
V. CONCLUSION

We have introduced an optical setup for fusing three W
states using a scheme which consists of only one three-qubit
gate and two basic fusion gates. This is an improvement over
previous works which involve fusing four W states with a
scheme consisting of a three-qubit Toffoli gate, three C-NOT
gates, and two fusion gates. Apart from this reduction in
the gate complexity and fusion strategy, the present setup
is also remarkably cost efficient. From the viewpoint of
an experimental implementation of our proposed scheme,
although dealing with several W states of many photons
is not very practical yet, the fusion of W states of small
size can be considered. The main difficulty in implementing
the present setup with state-of-the-art photonic technology
is the Fredkin gate. However, there are already proposals
for the realization of the Fredkin gate using linear optical
elements [36–38]. Here, it is important to note that due to the
probabilistic nature of these linear optics gates, the overall cost
in terms of photon number and time may be different from
the resource cost analyzed in our work. However, nonlinear
interactions are also promising for controlled operations in
photonics and have the potential to make the linear optics
gates fully deterministic. These nonlinear interactions require
a Kerr medium for which realizing an optical quantum
Fredkin gate has been proposed [39,40]. There is also an
interesting proposal for constructing an optical Fredkin gate
using nanobiophotonics [41]. Based on the above-mentioned
intense effort focused on realizing the optical Fredkin gate
we believe that the experimental realization of our W state
fusion scheme with its associated resource cost is within
reach of current technology. Finally, from a more fundamental
point of view it will be interesting to explore the impact
of percolation behavior and quantum critical phenomena
in quantum networks [42,43] using the proposed fusion
scheme.
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